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Abstract. This paper is part of a project to investigate the philosophical aspects
of the scientific discipline of information security. This field of research investigates the means to protect information systems against attacks, typically by modelling the system according to a certain security model, and verifying the conformance. In this contribution, we study the relation between models of information
security, and cultural categories that help us to describe the world. According
to Martijntje Smits, cultural categories necessarily produce phenomena that do
not fit in the categorisation. From a negative perspective, these phenomena can
be characterised as monsters: they have properties of two categories that were
thought to be mutually exclusive, like many monsters that appear in films. Smits
applies this anthropological approach to explain controversies around the introduction of new technologies in our society, such as the current debate on genetically manipulated food. We translate this framework to the scientific enterprise
of information security, by explicating the analogy between Smits’s monsters in
society and system vulnerabilities in information security. We argue that several
important security threats, such as viruses in Word documents, have been produced by phenomena that did not fit into existing cultural categories of computer
science, in this case the categories of programs and data. Therefore, they were
not included in security models. Based on our analysis, we describe the cultural
foundations of information security research, we search for strategies for dealing with vulnerabilities-as-monsters analogous to Smits’s strategies for dealing
with monsters in society, and we discuss the consequences of our approach for
responsibilities of computer scientists.

Information security can be defined as the scientific discipline that deals with protecting information systems against attacks. Research typically concerns (formal) methods to avoid or eliminate security vulnerabilities in information system design. However, information security also has a social side, typically discussed in terms of trust in
information systems. Unfortunately, the implicit philosophy behind the research covering this social side is rather naı̈ve. It assumes a distinction between “actual security”
and “perceived security”: scientists describe actual security, and public trust is based on
?
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perceived security [2, 9, 10, 12, 16]. Explicit philosophical work on information security
is rare.1
In a previous paper [11], we argued that the sketched implicit philosophy of information security, based on the distinction of actual and perceived security, is problematic
from a philosophical perspective, and we provided two general arguments for this thesis. The first is the results of Science and Technology Studies (STS), which have shown
that scientific facts are not directly linked to “actual” reality, but rather constructed in a
process of interaction and negotiation ([6], p. 7). The second is the inherent fallibility
of security assessment: one never knows what attackers will be up to in the future. It
is the latter argument that we will focus on in the current study. This paper is therefore
part of a project to investigate the philosophical aspects of the scientific discipline of
information security.
We think that the inherent fallibility of security assessment can be explained in
terms of cultural categories, and phenomena that do not fit into these categories. Cultural categories are classifications that help us describe and understand the world. In her
PhD thesis, Martijntje Smits ([15], see also [14]) argues that controversies surrounding
the introduction of new technologies can often be explained in terms of a clash between cultural categories. For example, we may think of genetically manipulated food
as an (unacceptable?) mixture of nature and culture. Classification problems are deeply
entrenched in human culture. Some African tribes considered twins as monsters, because, according to their categories, only animals produced more than one child, and
twins thus had both human and animal traits. These “monsters” come into being when
cultural categories are inadequate to fit phenomena.
Smits argues ([15], p. 143, our translation): “From the monster theory it follows
that waste and dangers are inevitable, because they are the unintended by-products of
cultural category classifications. On the borders of these classifications, ambiguities appear, that may, among other things, manifest themselves as monsters.” The latter happens when the ambiguity is experienced negatively, and cannot be resolved easily. The
term “monster” can be understood by reference to monsters in stories and films, which
often combine elements of different categories as well.
We see a strong analogy here with the fallibility of security assessment in computer
science. The most spectacular attacks on computer systems often occur when this way
of attacking has not been considered before. In other words, when the vulnerability
does not fit into the existing categories of computer security. As much as society will
always produce waste and dangers because of existing categories, computer security
will always produce vulnerabilities because of existing security models. Categories used
in scientific analysis are seen as cultural categories here as well.
A typical example of a clash of categories in computer security was the issue of
viruses in Microsoft Word documents [5, 4]. Up till a certain point in time, viruses were
supposed to hide in executable files (i.e. programs) only, not in documents. The viruses
in Word documents were a clever example of the mixing of two cultural categories
in computer science: those of programs and data. An interesting question is who was
responsible for this clash. Was it Microsoft, who allowed macros to be executed in
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Word documents? Was it the virus writer, who exploited this feature in order to attack
systems? Or was it the computer science community, whose classifications were not
suitable for all types of files?
Following the monster theory, any classification in computer science that affects or
models security is bound to create vulnerabilities as by-products. The conceptual separation of programs and data produced the text document viruses. The separation of
the hardware level and the software level in smartcards produced the power analysis
attack, in which data could be read by eavesdropping on the power consumption of the
card [8]. Of course, from a legal perspective, the attackers are responsible for the problems involved. But on a more fundamental level, the cultural categories themselves are
responsible for providing the opportunities for attack. Such vulnerabilities can be understood as monsters, and this provides one of the ingredients for a more subtle philosophy
of information security.
Smits considers four different ways of dealing with monsters: embracing, expelling,
adapting, and assimilating. Can they be used for dealing with vulnerabilities in computer security as well? Embracing the monster as a wonder may happen among hackers, but a vulnerability is generally not perceived as such within the computer security
community. Expelling the monster is not feasible, because a threat to a computer system cannot be eliminated as easily as a new phenomenon in society, since the attacker
is typically outside the control of the computer security community. Still, it might help
to say “there is no problem” and see if everything stays quiet. Adapting the monster
may be useful, for example by categorising Word documents as executable files rather
than data files, which is done in virus scanners today. In such an approach, the threat
becomes one of a known category: a virus in an executable file. However, this presupposes a unidirectional relation between categories and the phenomena they explain,
which does not do justice to the complex interaction in which categories are formed.
The last strategy Smits mentions is assimilating the monster, a process in which
both the monster and the cultural categories are being changed. Thus, power analysis
attacks now have their own field of research, and the vulnerability has changed from
a side-effect to something that can actually be prevented using appropriate tools. This
means that both the categories and the technology have been changed, by assimilating
the monster of power analysis attacks. From an ethical point of view, the possibility of
assimilating monsters leads to new kinds of responsibilities. Members of the computer
security community are not only responsible for formalising all aspects of existing categories, but rather for contributing to the evolution of the categories themselves, so that
they are better able to incorporate new phenomena, and thereby prevent new attacks.
Smits argues that assimilating is the best style of dealing with monsters, and we may
agree from a computer security perspective. For there is no final model of information
security that incorporates all vulnerabilities, as there is no final set of cultural categories
that fits all phenomena.
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